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We examined regional inequality in Belgium, both in the 19
communes of Brussels and in the country as a whole (n = 589
communes). We find very strong relationships between Muslim% of
the population and a variety of social outcomes such as crime rate,
educational attainment, and median income. For the 19 communes
of Brussels, we find a correlation of -.94 between Muslim% and a
general factor of socioeconomic variables (S factor) based on 22
diverse indicators. The slope for this relationship is -7.52, meaning
that a change in S going from 0% to 100% Muslim corresponds to a
worsening of overall social well-being by 7.52 (commune-level)
standard deviations. For the entire country, we have data for 8
measures of social inequality. Analysis of the indicators shows an S
factor which is very similar to the one from the Brussels data only
based on the full set of indicators (r’s = .98). In the full dataset, the
correlation between S and Muslim% is -.52, with a slope of -8.05.
Adding covariates for age, population density, and spatial
autocorrelation changes this slope to -8.77. Thus, the expected
change going from a 0% to 100% Muslim population is -8.77
standard deviations in general social well-being. We discuss our
findings in relation to other research on immigration and social
inequality, with a focus on the causal influence of intelligence on life
outcomes in general.
Key words: Belgium, Brussels, Inequality, Immigration, Muslim,
Islam, Income, Crime, S factor, Spatial autocorrelation, Intelligence
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Northwest European countries have received large numbers of nonEuropean immigrants beginning approximately in the 1960s. In every country,
some immigrant groups have fared poorly, and this has resulted in strong public
opposition to immigration among the natives such that most elections in the past
two decades have been strongly focused on the immigration question (Kaufman,
2019; D. Murray, 2017; Roth, 2010; Sanandaji, 2017; Sarrazin, 2012). It has been
noted many times, however, that immigrants are not all alike, but outcomes differ
by country of origin (Adsera & Chiswick, 2006; Beenstock et al., 2001; Borjas,
2016; Boyd & Thomas, 2002; Jones & Schneider, 2010; Osili & Paulson, 2008;
Vinogradov & Kolvereid, 2010). Many previous studies have examined the
relative social performance or well-being — measured as income, educational
attainment, crime rate, unemployment etc. — of immigrant groups according to
country of origin (Jones & Schneider, 2010; Kirkegaard, 2015a; Kirkegaard &
Becker, 2017; Kirkegaard & Fuerst, 2014; Vinogradov & Kolvereid, 2010). These
studies show that immigrant populations usually, but not always, perform below
the native population. Furthermore, country of origin characteristics such as
Muslim percentage of the population and average intelligence in the country
(measured as IQ or as scores on scholastic achievement tests such as PISA)
strongly predict outcomes (mean absolute correlation around .60) and plausibly
serve as causal variables that country of origin is a proxy of (Kirkegaard & de
Kuijper, 2020).
In the Belgian context, the capital of Brussels (Bruxelles) saw the relative
wealth of its inhabitants reduced dramatically in about 50 years, shown in Figure
1 (Ashworth et al., 2003; Van Hamme, 2015). In this same period, the population
composition of the city changed drastically from mostly natives, or at least
persons of European ancestry, to now being approximately 25% Muslim of mostly
non-European ancestry. The wealth index (the ratio of average earnings in a
given unit in Belgium compared to the Belgian mean) in the Belgian capital
declined from about 150 in the early 1970s to 79 in 2015, meaning that the relative
prosperity of the Brussels region is today half of what it was 50 years before. This
decline in well-being is very noticeable to the inhabitants and is strongly
concentrated in neighborhoods with more immigrants. However, we are not
aware of any published academic work statistically examining the relationships
between immigrant populations, or Muslims in particular, and well-being in
Brussels or Belgium at large, though it has been mentioned occasionally (Corijn
& Ven, 2013, Chapter 5). The purpose of the present study is to fill this gap in the
literature.
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Figure 1. Timeline of Brussels wealth index compared to surrounding areas,
1967-2011 (data from Van Hamme, 2015).
Data
We compiled data from a number of sources for this study since a collection
of suitable data was not available at a single source. Some variables were
available for many years, and others only for a single year. For each variable, we
attempted to pick a single year of data closest to the mean of a given dataset, or
averaged surrounding years of data if the data were noisy. The details of the data
sources and their years are given in the supplementary materials. Generally
speaking, the data sources were governmental sources such as national or local
government web portals. As such, they are considered to have high validity.
One data source, however, warrants some discussion here. Government
population records give the number of persons by citizenship in each municipality
from 1989 to 2019. We estimated Muslim% for each municipality using the Muslim
prevalence in origin countries in 2010 as estimated by Pew Research (Pew
Research Center, 2011). However, we found that this method did not work as
expected because many immigrants change their citizenship, and their children
may be born with Belgian citizenship, thus being counted as natives and nonMuslims in these data. This problem has been noted by others as well e.g.
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“Official statistics do not provide a good reflection of people’s ethnic origins in
Brussels.” (Corijn & Ven, 2013, Chapter 5) and was confirmed by a government
employee by email. This results in many estimates of Muslim% actually
decreasing while in reality they are increasing. Figure 2 shows the estimated
Muslim% using this method.

Figure 2. Muslim% in Belgium as estimated by citizenship and country of origin
Muslim%. Each black line is a commune (n = 589). The red line shows the entire
country.
Because of this issue, we sought a different source of Muslim% estimates.
We found public estimates by Belgian sociologist Jan Hertogen (Dutch speaker)
who runs the website http://www.npdata.be/ (“Non-Profit Data”). He has published
estimated Muslim% for the years 2011, 2013, 2015-2017 (Hertogen, 2017). His
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values are based on the same citizenship data we obtained, but he makes
adjustments to correct for the people who changed their citizenship, as well as
their children. According to his 2011 estimates, Belgium was 6.3% Muslim while
for Brussels it was 22.4%. Pew Research estimated the country value at 6.0% for
2010 (Pew Research Center, 2011), so the estimates are closely in line. Figure 3
shows his estimates, used in this study. All data used in the study are available
for reuse in the supplementary materials at https://osf.io/ja6ce/.

Figure 3. Muslim% in Belgian communes as estimated by Jan Hertogen. Each
black line is a commune (n = 589). The red line shows the entire country.
Analyses
Analyses are first presented for the Brussels region where we have the most
detailed data. The units are relatively homogenous in terms of population density
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and geographical factors that might distort the results. After this we expand our
scope to the entirety of Belgium and assess whether the results are in line with
those from the capital region. Figure 4 shows a reference map of Belgium with
provinces and communes.

Figure 4. Map of Belgium showing the division into provinces and communes.
Brussels
We factor analyzed the available 22 indicators of well-being. A very strong
(76% of variance) general factor was found. We used extensive method variation
to check if this was robust to choice of factor analytic method and factor scoring
method, and we found that it was (all method variations resulted in factor scores
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that correlated near 1.00), see statistical output for details. Figure 5 shows the
estimated factor loadings across 3 weighing method variations.

Figure 5. General socioeconomic factor (S) loadings across three methods of
estimation.
In the figure, standard is the default settings used by fa() from the psych
package (Revelle, 2020). This is the combination of unweighted least squares for
the factor loadings estimation, and the regression method for scoring. The
weights analysis was done using the square root of population size as weights,
and finally the rank analysis was done using rank-transformed data. Inspection of
the factor loadings showed that they conformed to the usual interpretation:
desirable indicators had positive loadings and undesirable indicators negative
loadings (Pesta et al., 2010). This allows for a simple interpretation of the resulting
scores as a clean measure of social well-being or generalized socioeconomic
status, termed the S factor (see e.g. Kirkegaard, 2014a; Kirkegaard & Fuerst,
2017 for other examples of such factor analyses). Figure 6 shows the scatterplot
between Muslim% and the S factor, while Figure 7 shows a map of Brussels with
the S factor score. The supplementary materials have maps of Brussels with each
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variable. For comparison, Figure 8 shows a similar map of Brussels with
percentage of Muslims.

Figure 6. Scatterplot of communes of Brussels showing Muslim% and general
socioeconomic factor (S). Weighted by the square root of population size.

Figure 7. Map of Brussels showing variation in general socioeconomic factor (S)
score.
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Figure 8. Map of Brussels showing variation in Muslim%.
The scatter plot shows an extremely strong negative correlation such that the
greater the Muslim% in a city district, the worse the social well-being. The
relationship between Muslim% and every indicator of S was very strong, as
shown in Table 1. The relationship to the S factor was ‘S-loaded’ in that the social
indicators that were more strongly related to the S factor also had a stronger
relationship to Muslim%, r = .92, shown in Figure 9.
Table 1. Correlation between Muslim% and well-being indicators. Weighted by
the square root of population.
Variable
Wealth index
Wage index
Share of households in demand for social housing % (2012)
Unemployment rate (2012)
Median income in Euro (2012)
18-64 year old beneficiaries of social integration income % (2012)
Delinquent population aged <18 years %
Delinquent population aged 18-25 years %
University degree %
Low birth weight %
Life expectancy at birth
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Correlation with Muslim
%
-0.94
-0.94
0.84
0.96
-0.90
0.90
0.89
0.91
-0.80
0.50
-0.73
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Variable
Children born in a family with no income from work %
Median house price in Euro
Fraudulent insurance declarations %
Rate of borrowers with bad credit
"Mothers <20 years % (2009-2013)
Infant mortality (2009-2013)
Proportion two years late in school (2013-2014)
Special education mental deficiency % (2013-2014)
Relative risk of mortality by cardiovascular diseases, men (2009-2013)
General humanities to technical and professional humanities ratio in
education
Blood donor %
General socioeconomic factor (S)

Correlation with Muslim
%
0.96
-0.65
0.68
0.89
0.83
0.62
0.93
0.80
0.56
-0.86
-0.85
-0.94

Figure 9. Jensen’s method used on Muslim% and general socioeconomic status
(S factor). Note that indicators with negative loadings were reversed to avoid
variance inflation (Kirkegaard, 2016b), and are marked with “_r”.
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suggests that whatever it is Muslim% relates to, it is
This Jensen
something that relates chiefly to the joint variation of a broad variety of indicators
of well-being. This pattern has previously been found for immigrant group
differences in Denmark (Kirkegaard, 2014b), and for a variety of predictors at the
national level (Kirkegaard, 2014a).
Instead of looking at the S factor, which is a unitless metric, we can also
examine specific indicators. Table 2 shows regression results for selected
indicators, as well as S itself. Because all the units are part of Brussels, we
considered it unnecessary to control for e.g. population density.
pattern 1

Table 2. Summary of regression results for general socioeconomic status (S
factor), median income, educational attainment, and unemployment rate.
Weighted by the square root of population. * = p <.01, ** = p < .005, *** = p < .001.
B coefficients with standard errors in parentheses.
Predictor/Model
Intercept
Muslim%
R2 adj.
N

Median
income
23106***
(553)
-19357***
(2304)
0.795
19

Unemployment
rate
11.82***
(0.850)
48.36***
(3.542)
0.912
19

Uni degree

S factor

14.56***
(1.27)
-29.01***
(5.30)
0.616
19

1.48***
(0.16)
-7.52***
(0.65)
0.881
19

Belgium
In the analyses above, we saw that the association of social outcomes with
Muslim% in Brussels is very strong. However, it is not certain that it will hold up
for the country at large. To examine this, we computed a general socioeconomic
factor score from 8 available indicators for each commune: median income
reported (2016), mean income reported (2016), income inequality (2016), total
crime rate (average of 2009-2016), violent crime rate (average of 2009-2016), life
expectancy (2014), proportion of population with a university degree (2011), and
unemployment rate (average of 2009-2016). The general factor showed very little
method variance, accounted for 47% of the variance, and showed a similar
loading pattern as that found for Brussels. The factor scores derived from the
Brussels area communes correlated .98 with those for the same units derived
from the full country analysis, and .98 with those derived from the full set of 22
1

The concept was named Jensen effect by Phil Rushton for the analogous finding where
g-loadings of intelligence tests relate to the strength of tests’ relationship with other
variables (Rushton, 1998), but we have generalized it here to any factor.
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indicators used in the analysis above. Figure 10 shows the scatterplot of Muslim%
and the S factor score for all communes. Figures 11 and 12 show maps of
Belgium colored by S factor score and Muslim%. The supplementary materials
contain maps for every other variable. It can be seen that for Belgium as a whole,
Muslim% is correlated with worse outcomes, though not as strongly as for just the
municipalities of Brussels. Table 3 shows the correlation matrix between the
primary variables.

Figure 10. Scatterplot of Muslim% and general socioeconomic factor (S factor).
Weighted by the square root of population.
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Figure 11. Map of Belgian communes showing variation in general
socioeconomic status (S) factor scores.

Figure 12. Map of Belgian communes showing variation in Muslim %.
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Table 3. Correlation matrix for primary variables for Belgian municipalities, n =
561-589. Values below diagonal are weighted by the square root of population.
S = general social well-being.
S
Muslim %
Median income
Mean income
Income inequality
Crime rate
Violent crime rate
Life expectancy
Higher educ. %
Unemployment

S

Muslim%
-0.41

-0.52
0.89
0.87
0.40
-0.65
-0.81
0.64
0.59
-0.81

Median income
0.88
-0.37

-0.51
-0.32
0.13
0.63
0.49
-0.15
-0.06
0.72

Mean income
0.88
-0.24
0.85

0.83
0.19
-0.50
-0.58
0.49
0.45
-0.74

Income inequality
0.48
0.05
0.26
0.59

0.58
-0.27
-0.45
0.53
0.77
-0.51

0.07
-0.16
0.32
0.86
0.04

Table 3. Correlation matrix for primary variables for Belgian municipalities, n =
561-589. Values below diagonal are weighted by the square root of population.
S = general social well-being.
S
Muslim %
Median income
Mean income
Income inequality
Crime rate
Violent crime rate
Life expectancy
Higher educ. %
Unemployment

Crime rate
-0.61
0.56
-0.43
-0.27
-0.03
0.88
-0.28
-0.02
0.70

Violent crimes
-0.79
0.40
-0.54
-0.45
-0.24
0.85
-0.47
-0.24
0.72

Life expect.
0.61
-0.10
0.45
0.47
0.28
-0.28
-0.47
0.41
-0.53

Higher edu. %
0.65
-0.08
0.50
0.78
0.86
-0.10
-0.31
0.35

Unempl.
-0.78
0.62
-0.67
-0.48
-0.05
0.68
0.73
-0.53
-0.19

-0.15

To understand whether the pattern was plausibly causal, we fit a series of
regression models adding potential confounders. In the second model step, we
add the traditional controls: age, and population density. We used natural splines
to adjust for any nonlinear effects of these (Harrell, 2015, 2019). For the third
step, we add the spatial lag, i.e. the outcome variable as predicted by spatial data.
Concretely, we used spatial k nearest neighbor regression by averaging the
values of the three nearest neighboring units (Anselin & Bera, 1998; Kirkegaard,
2015b; Pesta et al., in review see spatial statistics supplement). The position of
each commune was calculated by the centroid of their polygons. The
autocorrelations for the main variables are shown in Table 4 (each variable
correlated with its own lag).
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Table 4. Spatial autocorrelation (SAC r) for the main variables in the country-wide
dataset. Unweighted correlations.
Variable
General socioeconomic factor
Life expectancy
Mean income
Median income
Income inequality
Muslim%
Crime rate
Violent crime rate
Unemployment
Population density
Age 65 and above %
Age 0-19 %

SAC r
0.74
0.58
0.79
0.77
0.76
0.73
0.47
0.50
0.83
0.82
0.71
0.79

The autocorrelation results confirm the usual expectations: everything close
to each other is more similar (spatially autocorrelated, SAC), and the
mean/median SAC are .70/.75. This has come to be called Tobler’s first law of
geography (for historical review, see Tobler, 2004; and for a powerful modern
illustration, see Li et al., 2014), though it relates back to Francis Galton, and the
problem is known also as Galton’s problem (Eff, 2004). As many have noted
(Gelade, 2008; Hassall & Sherratt, 2011), when SAC is present, datapoints are
not fully independent and then residuals from models will usually also be SAC
which violates the assumption of most regression methods. The regression
results are shown in Table 5.
Across the three outcomes, we see that there are large effects of Muslim%.
For S factor, the simple model suggests a -8.05 SD decrease in general wellbeing by increasing the Muslim% from zero to 100%. Adding age and population
density controls (betas are not shown because nonlinear) increases this estimate
to a 12.80 SD decrease. However, adding the spatial lag in Model 3 reduces it to
an 8.77 SD decrease. For income, we see weaker results compared to those from
Table 2, based on just the 19 communes of Brussels. This is not surprising
because much income variation is linked to population density — cities and cityadjacent areas are richer on average (cf. Figure 11). However, mass immigration
has primarily been to the cities as well. This migration pattern results in cities now
being a mix of above average natives (and other Europeans), and generally lowstatus immigrants. This creates a particularly large contrast among city
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communes, and thus the large slope seen. Consistent with this, the slope
increases in Model 2 when we add covariates which include a control for
population density. Finally, in Model 3, the slope shrinks to -6.8k. Thus, if we
imagined two counterfactual Belgiums, one with 0% and one with 100% Muslims,
the one with 100% would be €6,800 lower in median income. For crime rate, we
see that Model 1 has a slope of 3.76, thus an increase in Muslim% to 100% from
0% would result in a 376%points increase in crime rate (the intercept is 0.65, so
this would be an increase of 478%). This value is reduced to 224%points in Model
2, and 198%points in Model 3. Surprisingly, the lag variable is weaker for the
crime model than for the other two, despite the fact that one might expect
contagious effects of crime.
Table 5. Regression models for general socioeconomic status (S factor) for
Belgian municipalities. Weighted by the square root of population. * p < .01, ** p
< .005, *** p < .001. Standard errors in parentheses.
Predictor/Model

Intercept
Muslim%
S lag
age & population density
R2 adj.
N
Intercept
Muslim%
median income lag
age & population density
R2 adj.
N
Intercept
Muslim%
crime rate RR lag
age & population density
R2 adj.
N

1

0.27*** (0.046)
-8.05*** (0.55)

2
outcome = S
3.13 (1.540)
-12.80*** (0.95)

3

3.89*** (1.135)
-8.77*** (0.72)
0.73*** (0.033)
no
yes
yes
0.268
0.384
0.666
589
589
589
outcome = median income
18699*** (58)
16681*** (1065)
4478*** (905)
-9909*** (694)
-12608*** (1250)
-6788*** (914)
0.77*** (0.032)
no
yes
yes
0.256
0.378
0.691
589
589
589
outcome = crime rate relative rate (country = 1)
0.65*** (0.016)
1.37*** (0.283)
0.71 (0.292)
3.76*** (0.194)
2.24*** (0.335)
1.98*** (0.326)
0.38*** (0.058)
no
yes
yes
0.393
0.537
0.568
582
582
582
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As a robustness test, we residualized the S indicator variables for age and
population density before conducting the factor analysis. This would theoretically
allow one to leave out the age and population density variables in the regression
models, and might affect the structure of the S factor. However, we found that the
S factor scores from this approach correlated r = .90 with those from the standard
approach, and we did not investigate it further.
Finally, we examined whether the Jensen pattern was also present for the
country as a whole, as it was for the Brussels region (cf. Figure 9). This analysis
presents the difficulty that we know that age distribution and population density
confound the pattern. For this reason, we introduce a new variant on the method
by using metrics from regression models. Specifically, we fit a regression model
for each S indicator as the outcome with and without Muslim%, along with the age
and density controls. We saved the model R2 gain from adding the Muslim%
predictor, as well as the slope of this predictor. Finally, we reverse the negative
S indicators as normally done. Table 6 shows the resulting values from this
approach, and Table 7 shows their correlations.
Table 6. Expanded Jensen method results for Belgian general socioeconomic
status indicators, and Muslim% as predictor.
Indicator
Median income
Mean income
Income inequality
Crime rate
Violent crime rate
Life expectancy
Higher education
%
Unemployment %

r (indicator *
r (indicator *
Muslim%),
Muslim%)
weighted
-0.37
-0.51
-0.24
-0.32
0.05
0.13
-0.56
-0.63
-0.40
-0.49
-0.10
-0.15

Reversed

Loading

no
no
no
yes
yes
no

0.83
0.85
0.46
0.57
0.76
0.59

no

0.62

-0.08

yes

0.74

-0.62

Partial
r2

Δ r2

Slope

0.13
0.19
0.10
0.08
0.11
0.04

0.13 -10.38
0.19 -12.06
0.09 -8.52
0.08 -9.73
0.11 -10.46
0.03 -4.46

-0.06

0.16

0.17 -11.43

-0.71

0.07

0.08

-8.72

Table 7. Correlations among variables from Table 6. Pearson correlations above,
and Spearman correlations below the diagonal.
Loading
Loading
r (indicator x
Muslim%)
r (indicator x
Muslim%),
weighted
Partial r2
Δ r2
Slope

r (indicator *
Muslim%)
-0.46

r (indicator *
Partial
Muslim%), weighted
r2
-0.56
0.51

-0.31

0.99

-0.33

0.98

0.60
0.60
-0.69

0.29
0.29
0.05

0.26
0.26
0.02
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Δ r2

Slope

0.53

-0.50

0.21

0.15

0.18

0.17

0.12

0.18

1.00

-0.87
-0.90

1.00
-0.90

-0.90
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Though we only have 8 S indicators, we see evidence of values in the
expected direction. The correlations vary somewhat, but average |.50| across
methods. Note that since the correlations and slopes are signed, negative values
are expected, i.e., the variables with stronger loadings, have a stronger negative
relationship with Muslim %.
Discussion
We studied regional (subnational) inequality in Belgium using a rich dataset
of communes (n = 589). Our main goal was to examine to what degree inequality
between communes could be explained by the population proportions of Muslims.
In particular, we were interested in the explanation for the relative decline of
Brussels. It has generally been found in regional research that capital cities or
areas are unusually high in general well-being (Fuerst & Kirkegaard, 2016).
However, in Belgium the exact opposite is the case, raising the question of why
this is so (Ashworth et al., 2003).
In all models, we find large, statistically certain (low p values) effects of
Muslim% of the population. For the models of Brussels, we did not utilize any
controls since the communes are already very similar in plausible exogenous
confounders we could control for. For the regressions using the complete dataset,
our addition of a spatial lag control is of note. A spatial lag controls for
unmeasured confounders. These are variables that cause S and that are
correlated with Muslim% but are not entirely caused by it (Rohrer, 2018), to the
extent that they are spatially autocorrelated (Baller et al., 2001; Jerrett et al., 2003;
Kühn, 2007; Pesta et al., in review, spatial statistics supplement). As we saw in
Table 4, most of our variables are very highly spatially autocorrelated (mean r =
.70). We can probably expect plausible unobserved or partially observed
confounders to be so as well, thus being at least partially accounted for by our
spatial lag control. The remaining estimates in the full models are still quite large
and socially significant. For instance, going from a 0% to 100% Muslim population
would yield an estimated increase in the crime rate of about 200%points, cf. Table
5, column 3. 2 However, the slopes were often weaker when we added spatial lag
control compared to only the classic controls. The interpretation of this is tricky.
Decreases in slopes from adding spatial lags can indicate a successful control for
unmeasured confounding variables, but it can also indicate measurement error in
2

The association of Muslim immigrants with crime is long-standing and of great interest
to the public according to survey data. While associations in the USA are weaker, they
are quite strong in European countries (Ahlberg, 1996; Carl, 2016; Junger & Polder,
1992; Kirkegaard, 2014b; Kirkegaard & Becker, 2017; Kirkegaard & de Kuijper, 2020;
Skardhamar et al., 2014).
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the predictor. Our estimates of Muslim% are certainly not without error, especially
when comparing units close in proximity, so by this reason alone we expected
some decrease in the slope. Furthermore, the sizable betas of some of the spatial
lag variables (e.g. .73 for S factor in Table 5, Model 3) could also suggest that
there are contagion effects, i.e. that neighboring units affect each other’s wellbeing. For instance, having a neighboring commune or city district with many
criminals probably means at least some of them will cause crime in your
neighborhood, which causes an assortment of problems downstream, such as
decreasing house prices and increased spending on local police or private
guards. These effects would eventually show up in the various well-being
indicators and thus the S factor. However, when we actually model the crime rate
itself, it shows only a moderately strong beta for the spatial lag (.38) which
suggests this particular contagion effect is not strong, at least for our data. In the
same vein, crime rate actually has the weakest SAC of our variables, .47, cf.
Table 4. These results seem to speak against the spatial contagiousness or
roaming criminals models (Loftin, 1986; Mennis & Harris, 2013; Osorio, 2015).
The main focus of this investigation was our overall measure of general social
well-being, or general socioeconomic factor. However, most research focuses on
particular indicators of this general factor, and it is worth reviewing some of this
to see whether it is congruent with our findings. Among the indicators used for
Brussels, we have the rate of fraudulent insurance declarations, which shows a
correlation to Muslim% of .68. This finding is in line with results by Carl (2017)
who found that in the United Kingdom, the population proportion of Pakistanis and
Bangladeshis (both Muslim populations) was a strong predictor of electoral fraud.
He interpreted this in line with a history of cousin marriages promoting
ethnocentric behavior resulting in relatively stronger distrust and hostility towards
outsiders, including scamming behaviors (Schulz et al., 2019; Woodley & Bell,
2013).
Lynn (2020) reviewed findings on race differences in blood donation, as a
measure of altruism. He finds that overall European-descent (‘whites’) have more
blood donors per capita than the 5 other racial/ancestry groups considered,
including East Asians. He did not find a study that included Middle Easterners or
Muslims in particular, but one German study compared immigrants to natives and
found that the native blood donor rate was slightly less than twice that of
immigrants, perhaps a majority of which are Muslims (Boenigk et al., 2015). Thus
the rank order does not follow the usual IQ order entirely, as the results suggest
that East Asians are less altruistic than Europeans despite superior average
intelligence. In fact, inspection of country-level data about foreign aid suggests
the same. The largest 10 donor countries in terms of % of GNI to foreign aid are
all European, mainly Northern European (see appendix for details). These various
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results fit well with our finding of a negative correlation between blood donations
and Muslim% of -.85 among the Brussels communes (Table 1).
Among the Brussels communes we found that the proportion of students in
special education for the mentally retarded or who are otherwise educationally
backwards has a strong relationship to Muslim%, r = .80 (Table 1). 3 This result fits
well with cognitive testing results from Belgium. PISA studies provide us with
data, shown in Tables 8A-C (Jacobs et al., 2007; Lafontaine et al., 2017).
Table 8A. Scholastic ability results from PISA 2003 by origin group: natives
versus first and second generation immigrants. The standard deviation for natives
is around 90.
Origin

Science

Reading

Math

Problem solving

Natives

524

523

545

540

1st

416

407

437

447

2nd

435

439

454

445

Table 8B. Scholastic ability results from PISA 2003 by national origin.
Mother’s origin
Natives
France
Netherlands
Other EU countries
Eastern Europe
Turkey
Maghreb
Africa (non-Maghreb)
Other countries

3

French area
514
409
476
508
430
434
429
437

Dutch area
567
521
469
479
414
452
454
456

To be sure, we checked the criteria used for this classification
(https://www.vaph.be/professionelen/mdt/mdv/modules/verstandelijke-handicap). The
diagnoses are primarily based on low IQ scores on standardized tests (Wechsler, SONR and others), but also based on behavioral and learning problems in school (Deblonde
et al., 2020). Race differences in rates of mental retardation are well known and relate
to the difference in average intelligence and thus also the proportion that are below a
given threshold (Jensen, 1969; Yeargin-Allsopp et al., 1995).
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Table 8C. Scholastic ability results from PISA 2015 by origin group: natives
versus first and second generation immigrants.
Group

Science

Natives
1st
2nd

499
438
459

Natives
1st
2nd

529
419
448

Natives
1st
2nd

511
457
472

Reading
French area and Brussels
496
440
465
Dutch area
523
427
427
German area
508
455
470

Math
502
443
465
534
425
425
510
456
470

We see that substantial cognitive gaps exist, whether the data concern
reading comprehension, mathematics, science or problem solving; whether it is
in French, Dutch, or German speaking areas; and whether it was measured in
2003 or 2015. Additionally, Klein et al. (2007) tested 69 sub-Saharan Africans
living in Belgium on a reduced form of the Cattell test as part of a stereotype threat
study (study participation rate was 15%). They obtained an IQ score of 81.
However, when the necessary adjustment for the Flynn effect is applied, this
results in an estimate of roughly 70 (see the appendix for details of calculation).
Rindermann & Thompson (2016) calculated an overall IQ metric score of 92 for
Belgian immigrants relative to natives’ 100 based on various waves of scholastic
testing data. The standard deviation for the PISA scale among natives is
approximately 90, so the gaps we see in Table 8 are congruent with Rindermann
and Thompson’s results.
The presence of a substantial cognitive gap is important because of the
evidence that intelligence gaps are the primary cause of scholastic ability gaps
and of later social inequality. Evidence for this claim comes from many research
designs including prospective studies, which rule out reverse causation, sibling
studies, which rule out any confounder that differs between families (Frisell et al.,
2012; Hegelund et al., 2018, 2019; Herrnstein & Murray, 1994; C. Murray, 2002),
and GWASs that allow for functional analysis of genetic causes of intelligence
and outcomes, as well as studies using polygenic scores constructed from them
(Belsky et al., 2016; Hill et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2018). Thus, generally, one would
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expect cognitive gaps to result in social gaps. The various estimates of cognitive
gaps summarized above are therefore a likely cause of immigrant-native gaps in
social outcomes. Unfortunately, evidence to directly test this mediation is
generally lacking. One exception is the study by Nordin & Rooth (2007), which
examines income gaps between natives and various second generation
immigrants in Sweden. They used IQ data from the Swedish military draft test
taken at age 18, and income data from the national register. They found that 66%
of the native income advantage over those from “outside Europe” could be
explained by the test score gap (their Table 2, column 2). There will be some
measurement error in the IQ test, so if this were accounted for, the true mediation
% will be higher. Nevertheless, it is a plausible lower bound estimate. In their
model that includes family background (a composite of parental years of
schooling and annual income), they found that 88% of the gap could be explained.
However, including family background in a regression is causally ambiguous
because of its genetic correlations with offspring personality traits. It would be
informative to replicate this study in other countries. The most likely candidates
would be other Nordic countries with similar existing datasets. Preferably, one
would include measures of Muslim religious beliefs to gauge their potential causal
effects, controlling for intelligence. Using a sibling design would allow for a natural
adjustment for any parental effects. It is unfortunate that Hegelund et al. (2019),
who conducted a sibling study for IQ and social outcomes in Denmark, did not
examine the question about immigrants more closely.
Our results from Jensen’s method, i.e., the positive relations between S
factor loadings and measures of strength of association with Muslim%, adds
plausibility to the above interpretation of causality mediated by intelligence. This
is because the same analysis has been done with intelligence as the predictor in
other studies, and very strong Jensen patterns were also found for this variable
(Kirkegaard, 2014a, 2016a). This essentially serves as a kind of fingerprint of the
causal variable involved. This kind of interpretation has also been advocated with
regard to genetic causation of other group gaps (Metzen, 2012; Rushton &
Jensen, 2010).
Limitations
Perhaps the most important confounding variable is that many Muslims are
first generation and relatively recent immigrants. It is well known that it takes a
number of years for immigrants to ‘catch-up’ to their maximal social performance
level (Boyd & Thomas, 2002; Hu, 2000; Husted et al., 2001). Unfortunately, we
do not have any good estimates of this confounding factor (e.g. mean duration of
stay) or any suitable proxy such as proportion of Muslims who are first generation
in each commune. The causal route of this factor would probably mainly be
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language proficiency, unless the migrant happens to speak the same language
in his home country, e.g. due to colonial heritage. It will probably also relate to
broad cultural knowledge, and perhaps education in the host country (especially
for younger immigrants).
Our estimates of Muslim% of the population were less than ideal. However,
one cannot argue that our findings are questionable because the Muslim
estimates were produced by political opponents of immigration of Muslims. The
sociologist who produced them is clearly left-leaning. His website features a quote
by Karl Marx, and he often is critical towards claims by Belgian nationalists (who
are critical of Muslims). Thus, our results cannot be explained by the estimates
being purposefully or inadvertently produced to make Muslims look bad, quite the
opposite. This being said, future research should attempt to find ways to estimate
population proportions more effectively, especially when the governments seem
uninterested or actively hostile to doing so (e.g. in France where such statistics
are illegal for the government to collect).
One promising route for Belgium is to use data from first names. The Belgian
statistics agency (StatBel) publishes counts of first names for newborns and the
total population for every commune (https://statbel.fgov.be/en/opendata?category=214). With these, one could assign every name to a probable
origin
using
databases
of
known
names
(such
as
https://www.behindthename.com/), perhaps augmented by machine learning
methods. Better yet would be to convince or pay for StatBel to compute ancestries
for each commune. This can be done accurately using a recursive method that
relies on having an accurate population register. With this method, one begins
with every person alive, and asks if one has data about their parents or not. If yes,
then one asks whether one has data about the parents’ parents or not. At some
point, no further data are available about parents. Then one asks whether the
person was born in Belgium, and if not, where they were born. Then one assigns
the ancestry of the origin to the person this way. Finally, one averages the
ancestry of all ancestors to estimate the ancestry of living persons. The result will
be a quite accurate estimate of the population level ancestry, insofar as country
of origin is concerned. This method has been used in Denmark recently, with
results forthcoming.
Thus to answer our question in the title of the paper. The big decline of
Brussels is mainly due to large-scale low-intelligence immigration to the capital
region. The immigrants have generally not been selected for their ability to
contribute to Belgian society, and originated from second- and third-world
countries. Furthermore, they are mainly Muslims, and across the world, adherents
of this faith generally perform relatively poorly compared to other groups, both in
Muslim majority and non-Muslim majority countries (Kuran, 1997).
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Appendix
Spatial units merged
One can see the old NIS on Esperanto Wiki (click the change language
function)
 Nevele (44049) was merged into Deinze (44083)
 Knesselare (44029) was merged into Aalter (44084)
 Effective 1 January 2019, Waarschoot (44072), Lovendegem (44036)
and Zomergem (44085) were merged into the new municipality of
Lievegem (44085).
Klein et al. (2007) calculation
David Becker suggested the following calculation (email Jan 30, 2018). The
context is that Richard Lynn calculated an IQ of 70 for this in his Race Differences
in Intelligence book. He writes as a comment:
I only have German norms of the CFT-20 and CFT-3. Don't know which CFT
they have used and if I could apply norms from the German version on raw scores
from the other. But let's try it:
If assumed mean age is 32.30y and mean score is 19.94, CFT-20 would give
an IQ of 81 (10th German percentile). CFT-3 doesn't have norms for >19y olds.
Year of standardization is 1977, the year of measurement is ~2006 (or
earlier). Pietschnig & Voracek (2015) calculated a FLynn-Effect/y at the CFT-20
in Germany of 0.6 between 1977 and 1995. Therefore, the IQ inflation would be
between 17.4 (29y from 1977 to 2006) and 10.8 (18y from 1977 to 1995). Second
value is more likely because no FE-data is available in this case after 1995.
In addition, 1.20 IQ must be deducted because norms are from Germany and
Germany is 1.20 IQ below the UK (this part of the method is questionable).
Overall, 12 IQ (10.8+1.20) must be deducted from the score of 81, which would
give the sample a final IQ of 69 or 70.2 without country-correction. This is very
close to Richard's 70.
National foreign aid rates, % of GNI
These were computed based on OECD data (n = 44) at
https://data.oecd.org/oda/net-oda.htm. Country-years with missing data were
filled with 0%, i.e. no aid that year. The table below shows the averages across
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years. In the last 10 years, a few Muslim countries (United Arab Emirates and
Turkey) have started donating.
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

Country ISO-3
NOR
SWE
NLD
DNK
FRA
BEL
GBR
AUS
DEU
LUX
CAN
DAC
FIN
CHE
NZL
USA
JPN
IRL
AUT
ITA
ESP
PRT
ARE
TUR
LIE
ISL
GRC
KOR
CZE
MLT
SVN
EST
CYP
HUN
LTU
SVK
ISR
POL
TWN
LVA
ROU
BGR
RUS
THA

1960-2017
0.78
0.75
0.74
0.70
0.55
0.49
0.42
0.40
0.38
0.38
0.35
0.33
0.32
0.28
0.26
0.25
0.24
0.23
0.22
0.20
0.14
0.14
0.12
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.01
0.01
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Country ISO-3
SWE
NOR
LUX
DNK
NLD
ARE
GBR
FIN
BEL
CHE
DEU
IRL
LIE
FRA
TUR
AUT
AUS
DAC
CAN
ESP
NZL
ISL
PRT
ITA
JPN
USA
MLT
GRC
SVN
EST
KOR
CZE
LTU
CYP
HUN
SVK
POL
ROU
ISR
LVA
BGR
TWN
RUS
THA

2008-2017
1.05
1.01
1.00
0.83
0.72
0.69
0.61
0.51
0.50
0.46
0.46
0.44
0.44
0.42
0.39
0.32
0.31
0.30
0.29
0.27
0.27
0.26
0.23
0.20
0.20
0.19
0.18
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.13
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.04
0.02

